
All numbers are prelimenary and have to be verified during flight tests.

Anew engine. A state‐of‐the‐art avionics
suite. A sportive design. All these are
combined in an aircraft that is

manufactured with the well‐proven REMOS‐
quality "Made in Germany". With the REMOS
GXiS, we have redefined our passion for flying –
this aircraft combines the know‐how of our
engineers with the precise craftsmanship of our
employees in production.
The newly designed cowling with its distinctive
air intakes gives the REMOS GXiS a dynamic
appearance. At the same time, it
gives pilots a foretaste of what
can be found underneath: the
Rotax 912 iS Sport with electronic
fuel injection. In the cockpit, the
GXiS model offers an avionics
suite that sets new standards.
Instruments byGarmin, Dynon

and other well‐known manufacturers make the
REMOS GXiS the perfect aircraft for travelling
and training.
The REMOS‐team has set course for the
European LSA‐certification. This emphasises our
highest demands both regarding workmanship
and design of our aircraft. The REMOS GXiS is
the series‐compliant prototype for our
upcoming EASA‐certified aircraft. Take a seat in
an aircraft which is made by pilots for pilots –
especially for you!

Passion
Redefined

For our new
REMOS GXiS
we developed

two exclusive designs
providing you with
outstanding choices!

With this new version, REMOS is
heading towards the European LSA
with EASA certification. Once the

certification is issued, the GXiS will fly with 600
kg MTOW in Europe.

Of course, our new model will also be available
as an ultralight version in its European home
market. In the USA and in other countries
worldwide the GXiS will be offered as an ASTM‐
compliant LSA.

Available as LSA and Ultralight

Contact

REMOS AG Manager Sales:
Franzfelde 31 Jürgen Rehländer
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Web:remos.com juergen.rehlaender@remos.com

Facts and Figures
Performance GXiS (Ultralight) GXiS (LSA)
cruise speed at 5000 1/min 189 km/h / 102 KTAS
take‐off roll distance 88 m 187 m
take‐off distance 130 m 322 m
landing disctance 185 m 233 m
maneuvring load factors +4,0 g / ‐2,0 g
range 975 km / 526 NM
endurance at 4200 1/min 6,5 h
fuel consumption at 4200 1/min 12,1 l/h
Dimensions
wing span 9,32 m
length 6,60 m
height 2,28 m
wing area 10,97 m2

cockpit width 1,19 m
Speeds
stall speed flaps (VS0) 65 km/h / 35 KIAS 77 km/h / 42 KIAS
best climb (VY) 111 km/h / 60 KIAS
maneuvring speed (VA) 174 km/h / 94 KIAS
normal operating speed (VNO) 198 km/h / 107 KIAS
max. horizontal speed (VH) 204 km/h / 110 KIAS
never exceed speed (VNE) 249 km/h / 134 KIAS
Weights
max. take‐off weight 472,5 kg 600 kg
total fuel capacity 84 l / 60kg
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Great Design



The Rotax 912 iS Sport (74 kW/100 PS)
marks the latest generation of Rotax
engines with electronic fuel injection. This

technology makes the GXiS more economical
and stronger than any previous REMOS model.
The redesigned cowling represents power,
dynamics and pure fun in flying.
What is most important to us: We want to
make flying in a REMOS as easy and safe as
possible. That’s why our engineers simplified
and enhanced the start‐up procedure. Just push
a button and the engine starts. All checks are
done automatically now – this is a benefit you
can only find in the new REMOS GXiS. We call
this system REMOS SMARTstart.
The pilot will enjoy many advantages that fuel‐
injection technology brings with it. For instance,
problems with carburetor icing are a thing of

the past. More torque and ten percent less fuel
consumption are also important advantages
found in the REMOS GXiS.
Our aircraft comes with well aligned propellers.
The German‐based company MT‐Propeller from
Straubing delivers a 3‐blade‐propeller which
was designed especially for light aircraft like the
GXiS. It is available in both ground adjustable
and constant speed version. Another fine option
is the well‐proven NEUFORM propeller which
can be found in other REMOS aircraft.
The new cowling is just one part of all the
innovations found in the GXiS. Its air intake is an
essential part of the cooling system which was
developed exclusively for the GXiS along with
fuel and electrical system upgrades. All this was
necessary to integrate the 912 iS Sport in the
new REMOS GXiS.

Rotax 912 iS Sport
Strong and Efficient

Top Avionics

Cockpit HighlightsSafety first: This also applies to the avionics
suite. We deliver the GXiS with the best
instruments of well‐known manufacturers

like Dynon, Garmin and PS Engineering.
You have the choice between the Dynon
SkyView in two different sizes: seven or ten
inch. The EFIS of the American company, Dynon
Avionics, offers everything a pilot might expect
from a modern glass cockpit – including a three‐
dimensional terrain view. As an option, we offer
the REMOS GXiS with the Garmin GTN 750

WAAS GPS/NAV/COM to supplement and
expand navigation. This instrument is also
the control unit for radio, audiopanel and
transponder. Another safety feature we
offer is the collision warning system TRX‐
1500, provided by AIR Avionics, that
visualizes ADS‐B und FLARM to the EFIS‐
display.
Speaking of safety: Like all our aircraft, the
GXiS comes with a ballistic parachute made
by the U.S. manufacturer BRS.

SkyView The core of the avionics suite is the Dynon SkyView. You may
chose between a 7‐ or a 10‐inch‐screen.

GTN 750 This Garmin instrument is a specialist for navigation and also is
your control panel für radio and transponder.

TRX‐1500 This collision warning system by AIR Avionics supports you to
keep aware the traffic around you.

FlymapL This popular navigation system especially for VFR‐pilots is also
available as an option for the REMOS GXiS.

…and many more Feel free to ask us for more options.




